, and in the mation to 5 Å resolution. The validity of the phases presence of elongation factor TFIIS, the polymerase can was shown by close similarity of a 6 Å electron density cleave the RNA 7-9 residues from the 3Ј-end and resume map to a 16 Å molecular envelope of the polymerase transcription ( by an arm of protein density ( Figure 2B ). On one face All the many dozens of proteins involved in initiation of the protein, the channel led into a "broad groove" and elongation interact directly or indirectly with the (termed "25 Å groove" in Darst et al., 1991) and also polymerase and modulate its activity. Elucidation of the into a "narrow channel," 12-15 Å in diameter. The floor polymerase structure and catalytic mechanism are of the narrow channel was penetrated by a hole about therefore key to understanding the entire transcription 8 Å in diameter, which extended as a tunnel through the process.
and Rpb7), diffracting to better than 3.5 Å resolution. Solution of the crystal structure by were used to refine the heavy atom coordinates: a single-rigid-group model, which assumes that the cluster X-ray analysis was complicated by a number of factors, including the size and fragility of the protein, crystal binds to the protein in a unique orientation; a model polymorphism, and difficulties obtaining suitable heavy consisting of three rigid groups, each in a different orienatom derivatives. We report here on structure determinatation and at a location slightly shifted with respect to tion to better than 6.0 Å resolution, which has confirmed the mean position; and a spherically averaged model, the essential findings from electron crystallography, while in which clusters bind in numerous random orientations at the same time revealing additional, important features but with a constant center of mass. Application of the of the protein structure. Taken together with evidence on single-rigid-group model gave phasing power that the path of nucleic acids across the polymerase surface, dropped to below 1.0 at resolutions higher than 9.5 Å , presented in the work by Poglitsch et al. (1999 [this although diffraction extended to 4.4 Å (Tables 1 and  issue of Cell]), our results suggest structure-function 2). The phasing statistics obtained with the three-rigidrelationships underlying the transcription mechanism. group model were essentially the same (data not shown). The spherically averaged model gave the best resultsResults phasing power was greater than 1.0 for resolutions up to 5.0 Å ( Table 2 ). The use of the spherically averaged model also gave a significantly better electron density Phase Determination with Heavy Atom Cluster Derivatives map (see below). We attribute the success of this model to the shell-like structure of the electron density distribuThe large size of yeast RNA polymerase II necessitated the use of heavy atom cluster compounds for initial tion of a spherically averaged W 18 cluster ( Figure 1A ). Numbers in bold belong to the resolution ranges having significant phase information, whereas d-spacings smaller than those underlined suffer from a sharp drop in phasing power. SAS phases based on the spherically averaged model extend to higher resolutions (limited only by the diffraction data) than the SIR phases (4.4 Å versus 5.1 Å ), because anomalous scattering is independent of scattering angle. With the rigid body model, even SAS phases were limited to the same low resolution as SIR phases (9.9-9.5 Å ), because an incorrect f w18 will lead to incorrect F h (heavy atom structure factor), F Protein MIRAS phases were calculated to 5 Å from the three derivatives and subjected to solvent flattening (Wang, 1985) . The protein phases were recalculated with the heavy atom parameters refined against the solventflattened phases (Rould et al., 1992). One more round of solvent flattening was performed to obtain the final MIRAS phase set at 5 Å resolution (Table 3) . Two additional derivatives were obtained with smaller "finger" of density projecting into solution. 
Fit of X-Ray Map to Molecular Envelope from Electron Crystallography
where F PH and F P are derivative and native structure factors, respectively, and F H(calc) is the calculated structure factor of only the heavy atoms. to the broad groove and narrow channel mentioned above, where a small domain (about 10% of the polymerase by volume), packed against the body of the molecule in the EM envelope, appeared to have pivoted away by closed conformation of the hinged domain is observed. Since crystal packing interactions are comparatively nearly 40Њ in the X-ray map ( Figures 5A and 5B) . In support of such a movement, this "hinged" domain was weak, the two conformations may be in equilibrium, with appreciable mobility of the small domain. manually rotated back, giving a good fit of the entire X-ray density to the EM envelope ( Figures 5C and 5D) .
The open conformation of the hinged domain contains a newly identified second groove about 50 Å long beThe open conformation of the hinged domain seen in the X-ray map was apparently stabilized by crystal tween the domain and the body of the polymerase molecule ("RNA groove" in Figure 5B ). In the closed conforpacking interactions of the domain with neighboring molecules (Figure 5A ). In the absence of these interacmation, the groove is not completely eliminated, but rather persists in a much diminished form as a tunnel tions, as in all 2D polymerase crystals so far studied, the 
